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(54) Automatic correction of

electronic timepiece

(57) A timepiece (1 06) comprises
means {1 08,1 1 1 ) for periodically and
automatically connecting the
timepiece (1 06) to a standard time
signal via a telephone system
(40,45,46) and means
(109,1 10,1 12,1 13) for automatically
synchronising the timepiece (1 06)
with the standard time signal. The
timepiece (106) is preferably capable
of automatically adjusting its

frequency or running speed in

accordance with the deviation from
the standard time, thus minimising
accumulative errors between
synchronisations.

The telephone standard time signal

may be derived from the generally

available vocal time repeat or "talking

clock". In this case, the time signal

may be identified from the vocal signal

by differences in period between
subsequent signals and the time
signal may be further identified by
counting the number of vocal signals

associated with it.

The timepiece (106) may be
connected to several secondary
timepieces (107) of simpler
construction, for example not having
the automatic telephone
communication facility, in order to

provide a system of synchronised
timepieces.
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SPECIFICATION
A timepiece

The present invention relates to timepieces and

is concerned with maintaining accurate time

display by such timepieces.

The necessity and advantages of maintaining

an accurate time display are well known,

particularly where the timepiece is used by many
people such as in a factory or a transport

terminus.

According to a first aspect of the present

invention there is provided a timepiece

comprising means for periodically and
automatically connecting the timepiece to a

standard time signal via a telephone system and

means for automatically synchronising the

timepiece with the standard time signal.

According to a second aspect of the present

invention there is provided a method of

20 automatically maintaining the accuracy of the

25

timepiece comprising periodic and automatic
connection to a standard time signal via a

telephone system and automatic

synchronisation w ith the standard time signal

.

This invention may provide a timepiece with an

automatic time setting system via a dialled

telephone line and an automatic speed adjusting

system, which comprises a primary timepiece and

a secondary timepiece. Prior to time calibration,

30 the primary timepiece selects a suitable time to

dial the telephone number of a standard time

signal or time repeat station, and also identifies

the information presented by the time repeat

station. When the required standard time signal

35 occurs, the primary timepiece and the secondary

timepiece are automatically calibrated with the

standard time. Simultaneously, the two
timepieces can check their respective time

differences and automatically adjust their speed

or frequency. Thus, a timepiece system having an

automatically maintained accuracy may be

provided by this invention.

Embodiments of the present invention will now
be described by way of example only, and with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which:
Figure 1 shows a system block diagram of an

embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the primary

timepiece of the embodiment shown in Figure 1

;

Figure 3 shows the system connection diagram

between the primary timepiece and the secondary

timepiece of the embodiment shown in Figure 1

;

Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show detailed circuitry for

respective portions of the primary timepiece

illustrated in Figure 2;

Figure 8 shows interface circuitry suitable for

use with an analog form of time display;

Figure 9 shows a time calibration control

circuit of the present embodiment for use with an

analog form of time display; -

Figure 1 0 shows the control and the monitor

circuit of the present embodiment connected to a

telephone system;

40

45

50

55

60

65 Figure 1 1 shows a circuit diagram of the

secondary timepiece;

Figure 12 shows an automatic dial and time

signal separation control circuit suitable for use
' with the American type of standard time signal

70 available on the general telephone system;

Figure 1 3 is a diagram of the Chinese type of

telephone standard time signal system including

the respective signal syllables; and
Figure 14 is a diagram of the American type of

75 telephone standard time signal system including

the respective signal syllables.

The illustrated embodiment, which is described

in detail below, seeks to provide the following

features:

80 (A) Prior to calibration of the timepiece, the

timepiece automatically connects itself to the

telephone standard time signal by dialling the

relevant telephone number;
(B) automatic synchronisation with the

85 telephone standard time signal;

(C) automatic adjustment of the frequency or

running speed of the timepiece in accordance

with the magnitude of the adjustment required to

obtain synchronisation, such that accumulative

90 time differences compared with the standard time

are minimised;

(D) automatic synchronisation and automatic

adjustment of frequency within a time tolerance

of plus or minus twenty minutes;

95 (E) automatic adjustment of the time of dialling

the standard time telephone number in

accordance with variation from the standard time,

in order to minimise the length of time for which

the telephone line is used;

1 00 (F) operator determination of the period

between successive synchronisation and speed

adjustments, for example once a day, once an

hour, or other desired period;

(G) by means of a time signal and vocal signal

105 separation circuit, the time signal and the vocal

signal are identified by the silent intervals

between adjacent signals and by means of a vocal

signal discrimination circuit, the time calibration

signals are identified by the number of syllables in

110 the vocal signal. The standard time signal or time

calibration signal initiates the automatic

synchronisation or calibration and the speed

adjustment operations;

(H).because of the ability of the primary

115 timepiece to automatically connect and

synchronise with a standard time signal, several

secondary timepieces, of simple structure, may be

connected to the primary timepiece and hence a

single telephone line may be utilised to

1 20 automatically synchronise and automatically

adjust the running speed of a plurality of

timepieces;

(I) the timepieces may be provided with either

analog or digital time displays;

1 25 (J) the timepieces may be powered by an AC
" * power supply, a DC battery, or by means of a

mechanical spring.

Figures 1 and 2 show block diagrams and the

primary timepiece. The circuits can be used
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together with a digit timepiece or a hand
timepiece, or a mechanical spring timepiece 41 . A
system block diagram of an embodiment is shown
in figure 1 , which comprises the primary

5 timepiece 1 06 and the secondary timepiece 107;

further, the said primary timepiece 1 06 comprises

the automatic dial circuit 1 08, the separating

circuit of time repeat signal and voice signal 1 09,

the identifying circuit of voice signal and the

1 o analyzing circuit of time calibration signal 1 1 0,

the conventional timepiece 41 , the telephone line

switching circuit and the automatic adjusting

circuit of dialing starting time 111, the

synchronous time counting circuit of timepiece

15 112, the synthetic circuit of time differential

signal 1 1 3. The said secondary timepiece 1 07
comprises the conventional timepiece 114, the

synthetic circuit of time differential signal 1 1 5,

and the synchronous time counting circuit of

20 timepiece 116.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the whole
system of embodiment No. 1 of this invention, in

which the primary timepiece 1 06 block diagram

comprises, as shown in figure 2, the conventional

25 timepiece 41 , the interface circuit 1 , the

oscillation circuit 2, the divider 3, the telephone

line switching circuit and automatic adjusting

circuit of dialing starting time 4, the telephone

line monitor circuit 5, the telephone set

30 separation circuit 6, the telephone line switching

and dialing circuit 7, the audio frequency amplifier

8, the audio frequency separation and
amplification circuit 9, speaker 9B, the syllable

generating circuit 10, the differential circuit 1 1

,

35 the switch of dialing pulse and syllable interval

timing circuit 1 2, the dialing pulse and syllable

interval timing circuit 1 2, the switching circuit 1 4,

the generating circuit of dialing pulse 1 5, the

separating circuit of telephone time signal and

40 voice signal 1 6, output circuit of time signal 17,

output circuit of voice signal 1 8, discrimination

circuit of voice signal 1 9, the analyzing circuit of

time signal designed for time calibration 20, the

signal resetting circuit 22, the output circuit of

45 time signal designed for time calibration 21 , the

frequency selection switch circu it 23, the

synchronization timing circuit 24, the output

circuit of time signal designed for time calibration

25, the system trouble monitor circuit 26, the

50 time difference advance/lag discrimination circuit

27, the count circuit of time difference 28, the

circuit of stopping (holding) signal output 29, the

"zero" second setting (seconds and 1 O's of

seconds reset to zero) differential signal output

55 circuit 30, fast set control signal output circuit 31

,

the speed increasing control signal output circuit

32, the speed reducing control signal output

circuit 33, the divider 34, time delay circuit 35,

the circuit of stopping signal output 36, the

60 second hand fast rotating signal output circuit 37,

the time repeat monitor circuit 38, the selection

circuit of time calibration frequency 39, the

•telephone 40, the power supply circuit 55, and

switches 42, 43 and 44.

65 The circuit and theory of the primary timepiece

as shown in embodiment No. 1 are explained as

follows:

1 . Analysis of the characteristics of telephone

itime repeat system:

70 ( 1 ) Figure 1 3 shows the Chinese type of

telephone time repeat system and the syllable of

time repeat signal; thru the syllable of figure 1 3,

some characteristics may be analyzed as follows:

(A) Between the syllable of time repeat signal

75 (Du . . . ) and the adjacent syllables, there is a

longer silent interval, while there is no such

condition existing in other voice syllables. In the

circuit of primary timepiece as shown in

embodiment No. 1 , the said characteristic is used

80 for separating the time repeat signal and the voice

signal.

(B) From 10 minutes and 20 seconds passes

every hour thru 1 0:59 and 50 seconds), the

number of voice syllables of every 1 0 seconds

85 generated is more than that of being generated

during the time of zero minute and zero second of

next hour (For example, during the period from

3:10 and 20 seconds thru 3:59 and 50 seconds,

the voice syllables generated in 10 seconds are

90 more than ten each, but at 4:00 sharp, the voice

syllables generated will reduced to ten suddenly.

Therefore, when this invention is used for the

Chinese type of time repeat system, the time

selected for time calibration is at zero minute and

95 second of every hour (It is better to select a

moment in the early morning, during which the

telephone line is not busy and almost everyone is

in deep sleep). By the same token, the time repeat

signal at "zero minute and zero second" is picked

1 00 up from the circuit of the primary timepiece as

shown in embodiment No. 1 in accordance with

the number of voice syllables, and will be used as

a reference signal. The system mentioned in 1

above is good for use in the country of which the

1 05 syllable is clear or one word having one syllable,

such as China, Japan, and Korea, etc. The

embodiment No. 1 is good for the Chinese type of

time repeat system, and its explanation is based

on a design set at 04:00 AM.
110 (2) Figure 1 4 shows the American type of

telephone time repeat system and the syllable of

time repeat^igrnairthTu"the"syiiable-of figure~1-4-

some characteristics may be analyzed as follows:

(A) Between the preparatory signal (Du . . .) the

1 1 5 time repeat signal (Lin . . . ) and the adjacent

syllable, there is a longer silent interval, while

there is no such condition existing in other voice

signal syllables. In the circuit of primary timepiece

as shown in embodiment No." 1 , the said

1 20 characteristic is used for separating the time

repeat signal (including the preparatory signal)

and the voice signal.

(B) The voice signal appears in a, b, c, syllable

groups, and between the said syllable groups,

125 there is a longer silent interval; in the syllable

groups "a" and "c", there are at least two or more

syllables, while in the syllable group "b", there is

one, or two, or more than two syllables.

From 1 1 minutes and zero seconds passed

1 30 every hour thru zero minute and 50 seconds of
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next hour, there are two or more than two voice

syllables appearing in syllable group "b" every 10

seconds; then, at one minute and zero second, the

number of voice syllable is suddenly reduced to

5 one syllable (during this time, there is only one 1

syllable in between the two long silent intervals.

When this invention is used for American type

of time repeat system, the calibration time is

designed to set at one minute and zero second of

10 a nY hour (However, it is better to select a moment
in the early morning, during which the telephone

line is not busy and almost everyone is in deep

sleep). Consequently, the time repeat signal at

"one minute and zero second" is picked up (to

1 5 bypass the preparatory signal first) in accordance

with the number of syllables appeared in the

aforesaid syllable group "b" as shown in the

circuit of primary timepiece in embodiment No. 1

,

and will be used as a reference signal.

20 The said system mentioned in 2 above is good

for the time repeat system in all Teuton or Latin

language countries, such as the States, and
European countries etc. The embodiment No. 1 is

good for the American type of time repeat system,

25 and its explanation is based on a design set at

04:01 and zero second AM (It may be set at any

suitable time).

2. When the circuit of primary timepiece in

embodiment No. 1 is in the normal stable state,

30 the outputs of "Q" terminal of the NOR R/S

LATCH 5 are all LOW except the 1 J, 1 4A, 26H,

1 PQ, 1 4AA which are all HIGH. (Figures 4, 6, 7, 8,

12).

3. The conventional timepiece 41 will at 03:00

35 AM, have an output of HIGH pulse, which will,

thru the lead-in wire 1 1 8 and the AND GATE 1 A,

change the LOW output of the Q terminal of NOR
R/S LATCH 1 B (Fig. 4) into HIGH. When the said

conventional timepiece 41 is at 03:38 (It may be

40 set at a time other than the aforesaid time; if the

time is set at 03:35, the maximum time tolerance

difference will be about ±25 minutes), it will

generated another output of HIGH pulse, which

will, thru lead-in wire 1 1 9 and the AND GATE 1 E,

45 change the LOW of Q terminal or NOR R/S LATCH
1 1 into HIGH; then, thru the lead-in wire 1 2 1 , the

OR Gate 1 N, the AND GATE 2C, and OR GATE
2D, the pulse will have the OSC comprising

SCHMITT TRIGGER 2E and 2H starting to

50 oscillate, and the said two trigger circuits will

generate their outputs thru the INVERTER 2F and

2G respectively. The circuit of SCHMITT TRIGGER
2E is a non-equilibrium square wave OSC. of 10

HZ, and its each cycle of HIGH output takes 67

55 ms, while its each cycle of LOW output takes 33

ms.; on the contrary, the circuit of SCHMITT
TRIGGER 2H is an equilibrium square wave OSC.
of 240 HZ (for more details, see figure 4).

If the timepiece is a hand type (analogue

60 'display), the dotted line portion 1 37A in figure 4
and 1 38A in figure 7 should be replaced with the

* dotted line portion 1 37B of figure 8 and the

portion 1 38B of figure 9, and the rest circuits remain

.
unchanged. Figure 8 is the interface circuit being

65 used together with the general hand type

timepiece in embodiment No. 1 of this invention,

in which 1 PA is the hour wheel, and 1 PB is the

minute wheel, and on each side of the upper and

lower edge of said wheel, a pin is installed; 1 PC is

70 the second wheel, of which on the upper edge, a

pin is installed; When the said upper three pins of

three wheels are superimposed on one straight

line, the time would be 00:00 hour, or 1 2 ;00.

When the pins under the hour wheel and the

75 minute wheel, and the pin on the second wheel

are superimposed on one straight line, the time

would be 03:58 and zero second (It may be set at

different time). The diameter of pins on the hour

wheel and the minute wheel is bigger than that of

80 pin on the second wheel; the said three wheels

are all earthed. The lead-in wires (122, 123, 124,

and 125) are all made of fine steel wire having

elasticity, and are all attached on a fixed position.

When the hour wheel and the minute wheel

85 rotate to the straight line between the lead-in

wire and the wheel axle, the lead-in wire will

touch the pin. The lead-in wire 126 made of fine

steel wire with elasticity can be moved forwards

and backwards: when the circuit is in stable state,

90 the said lead-in wire is at its rear position and will

not touch the pin of second wheel. When the pin

of the second wheel rotating to the straight line

between the lead-in wire and the wheel axle,

when the said lead-in wire is moved to its front

95 position, the lead-in wire will touch the said pin

immediately.
When the upper pins of the hour wheel, the

minute wheel and the second wheel are almost

superimposed on a straight line, the pins of the

1 00 hour wheel and minute wheel will first touch the

lead-in wires 122, 124 because of the diameter

of said pins is bigger than that of pin of the

second wheel; then the OR GATE 1 PE will have

an output of LOW, which will, thru the differential

1 05 circuit and SCHMITT TRIGGER 1 PI, have a pulse

output, and the said pulse will go thru OR GATE
1 PY, TRANSISTOR 1 PU, and the relay 1 PW to

cause the lead-in wire 1 26 going forwards; when
the said three pins are superimposed on a straight

110 line, the pin of second wheel will touch the lead-in

wire 126. If the aforesaid touching moment is at

00:00 hour the HAND GATE 1 PS will have an

output of negative pulse, which will, thru NOR
GATE 1 PG, cause the T FLIP/FLOP 1 PJ having an

1 1 5 output of HIGH so as to change PM into AM; at

the same time, the said negative pulse will go thru

INVERTER 1 PT, TRANSISTOR 1 PV and relay 1 PX
to cause the lead-in wire 126 going backwards.

When the said lead-in wire touching the pin of

1 20 second wheel, it goes backwards immediately, in

other words, the touching time is very short. By

the same token, when the pin under the bottom

side of the hour wheel and the minute wheel and

the pin of second wheel are superimposed on a

1 25 straight line, the lead-in wires 1 23, 1 25 will first

touch pins, and the OR GATE 1 PF will have an

output of LOW, which will, thru the differential

circuit, cause the SCHMITT TRIGGER' 1 PI to have,

a pulse output so as to drive the lead-in wire 1 26

1 30 going forwards. When the three pins are
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superimposed on a straight line, the pin of second

wheel touches the lead-in wire 126 and the time

is 03:58 AM (It may be set at different time); then

the NAND GATE 1 PS will have an output of

5 negative pulse, which will go thru NOR GATE 1 PH

and the AND GATE 1 PL to cause the "Q" terminal

of NOR R/S LATCH 1 PM changing to HIGH going

to the following stage thru lead-in wire 1 2 1 ; at

the same time, the said negative pulse will go thru

1 o the INVERTER 1 PT to cause the lead-in wire 1 26
going backwards. By the same token, when the

upper two pins of the minute wheel and the

second wheel are almost superimposed on a

straight line, the lead-in wire 1 24 will first touch

1 5 the pin, and the OR GATE 1 PO will have a LOW
output, which will, thru the differential circuit,

cause the SCHMITT TRIGGER 1 PZ having a pulse

output to move the leading wire 1 26 forwards;

when the two pins being superimposed on a

20 straight line, the pin of the second wheel will

touch the lead-in wire 126; now, we use the said

moment as the time of calibration, i.e., 04:00 AM
(For the American type, it is 04:01 and zero

second); then, the NAND GATE TPS will have an

25 output of negative pulse, which will, thru NOR
GATE 1 PP, cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

LATCH 1PQ changing into LOW which will

become an output thru lead in wire 84 (For the

circuit to be continued, see the explanations in

30 item 1 1); at the same time, the said negative

pulse will, thru INVERTER 1 PT, cause the lead-in

wire 126 going backwards.

4. As shown in figure 4 and 5, INVERTER 2F

will transmit a pulse 1 0 HZ to DIVIDER 3A where

35 the said TO HZ pulse is divided by 10; then, a

pulse of 1 HZ is, thru lead-in wire 76, delivered to

COUNTER 24A so as to start counting the time

together with the timepiece 41 on a

synchronization basis; simultaneously, the said

40 pulse of 1 HZ is delivered to the input terminal of

AND GATE 4H.
5. COUNTERS 4Z and 4ZA are the "ahead of^

time difference memory circuit of timepiece 41 ",

and COUNTER 4W is the "behind time difference

45 memory circuit of timepiece 41 ", if the timepiece

41 is faster than the standard time the

COUNTERS
_
4Z"anci^4ZA~will record~al^^tore~a

time difference signal, comparing with

COUNTERS 4X and 4Y;then a non-equilibrium

50 state will exist; consequently, the OR GATE 4K
will have an output of HIGH, and the aforesaid

pulse of 1 HZ will, thru AND GATE 4H and 4J, go

into COUNTERS 4X and 4Y for counting numbers
As soon as the counting is equal to the time

55 difference stored in COUNTERS 4Z and 4ZA, the

output of OR GATE 4K will turn to LOW, and the

output of INVERTER 4L will also turn to HIGH;
simultaneously, the pulse of 1 HZ will, thru OR
GATE 41 and AND GATE 4M, be delivered to

60 COUNTER 4W for continuously counting. If the

timepiece 41 is behind the standard time, the

aforesaid,puise of 1 HZ will, thru AND GATE 4H,

OR GATE 41 , and AND GATE 4M, be delivered to

COUNTER 4W for accumulating counting. When
65 the COUNTER 4W is counting to number 81

which is approximately at 03: 59 and 21 seconds

of standard time (It may be set at a different

moment), the said counter 4W will have an

(

output of HIGH, which will go thru OR GATE 4F

70
' and the lead-in wire 85 to have the "Q" terminal

of NOR R/S LATCH 5D generating an output of

HIGH; then, the said HIGH signal will go thru AND
GATE 5B, lead-in wire 78, TRANSISTOR 7A, and

RELAY 7B to have the telephone line 46 being

75 connected with the COUPLING TRANSFORMER
8A as shown in figure 4, 5, and 1 0. At the same

time, the HIGH pulse output of COUNTER 4W will

go thru INVERTER 5F to have the "Q" terminal of

NOR R/S LATCH 5G appearing an output of HIGH

30 within one second; after two seconds from that

moment, the voice signal, if the telephone set

being used, will go thru lead-in wire 81 AND
GATE 5C, and OR GATE 5E to have the HIGH at

"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 5D changing into

85 LOW, and the said LOW will cause the COUPLING
TRANSFORMER 8A being separated with

telephone line 46. On the other hand, if the

telephone set is not used and the COUPLING
TRANSFORMER 8A is connected with the

90 telephone line 46, and the telephone set has a

continuous "hum" signal, the lead-in wire 81 will

be in LOW state, and the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

LATCH 5D will remain in HIGH state, and the

COUPLING TRANSFORMER 8A remains being

95 connected with the telephone line 46 as shown in

figures 4, 5, 10. When the COUNTER 4W
continuously counts to 84, which is

approximately equal at the standard time of

03:59 and 24 seconds (It may be set at a different

1 00 moment), it will have an output of HIGH pulse,

which will go thru OR GATE 4G, lead-in wire 73,

and OR GATE 5H to have the "Q" terminal of NOR
R/S LATCH 5G changing to LOW, and

simultaneously to have the "Q" terminal of NOR

1 05 R/S LATCH 51 changing to HIGH; then, the said

HIGH will go thru AND GATE 5A, lead-in wire 77,

TRANSISTOR 6A, and RELAY 6B to have the

telephone line 46 being separated with telephone

set 40 as shown in figures 4, 5, 1 0.

110 As shown in figure 1 0, the signal from the

telephone lines 45, 46 will go thru the two stage

a^plifier-comprising-COUPbiNG-TRANSFORMER-

8A and TRANSISTORS 8C and 8D, the diode 10A
rectifier, the RC filter, and the FET 10B amplifier,

115 and finally is delivered to SCHMITT TRIGGER 1 0C
and 10E to generate syllable square wave, which

will further go thru AND GATE 10F and lead-in

wire 99 being coupled to next stages.

6. The pulse output of the aforesaid COUNTER
1 20 4W when counting to 84 will gq.thru lead-in wire

73 to enter into the NAND GATE 1 2A together

with the non-equilibrium square wave of 10 HZ
from INVERTER 2F; then, thru the differential

circuit, the lead-in wire 72 and OR GATE 1 2B to

1 25 have the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 2D
appearing an output of HIGH; at the same time,

the non-equilibriunVsquare wave of 10 HZ (HIGH

67 ms, LOW 33 ms) will go thru AND GATE 1 2E

and the lead-in wire 87 to enter into COUNTER
130 1 3A for counting. When the first pulse of .1 0 HZ
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entering into COUNTER 1 3A, said COUNTER 1 3A
will also deliver an output pulse to enter into AND
GATE 1 5A will also deliver an output pulse to

enter into AND GATE 1 5A simultaneously with
,

5 the first pulse of 1 0 HZ; then the AND GATE 1 5A
will generate a dial pulse of 67ms, and when the

8th pulse entering into AND GATE 1 5B, it will also

generate a dial pulse of 67 ms; when the 1 5th

pulse entering into the input NOR R/S LATCH

10 1 5G will have a HIGH at its "Q" terminal so as to

have the 1 0 HZ pulse, thru AND GATE 1 5H,

continuously going forwards as an output until

the 21 st pulse entering and thru NAND GATE
1 5E, the differential circuit, and the OR GATE 1 5G

1 5 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 5G
changing into LOW. During the period of the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 5G being in HIGH
state, there is a total of 7 dial pulses being

delivered continuously from AND GATE 1 5H; the

20 aforesaid dial pulses means the telephone

number of the time repeat station and all the said

pulses will go thru OR GATE 1 5C, NAND GATE
1 5D, the lead-in wire 90, AND GATE 5B, lead-in

wire 78, and TRANSISTOR 7A to cause the relay

25 7B generating a dialing action (more details, see

figures 4, 5, 6, 10).

When the 30th pulse of 10HZ entering into

COUNTER 1 3A, it will generate a pulse to cause

the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 14A
30 changing to LOW, and to cause the output signal

of OR GATE 1 5C not going thru NAND GATE 1 5D,

and at the same time, thru lead-in wire 93
entering into AND GATE 4H to stop the 1 HZ
signal passing COUNTER 4Wfor counting;

35 instead, the said signal will go thru INVERTER
1 4B, lead-in wire 80, the differential circuit and
OR GATE 22A to have the COUNTER 4W, 4X, 4Y,

4Z and 4ZA being reset; for more details, see

figures 5 and 6. When being used in American

40 type of time repeat system, just change the

dotted line portion 1 39A of figure 6 into the

dotted line portion 1 39B of figure 1 2, and the rest

circuits remain unchanged.
The number of time repeat station in the States

45 is a 7-digit number; for instance, in California, the

number is "7678900"; as shown in figures 4, 6,

.10, 12 the non-equilibrium square wave of 10 HZ
is, thru lead-in wire 87, entering into the

COUNTER 1 2AA to start counting; when the first

50 pulse entering into COUNTER 1 3AA, it will deliver

a pulse going thru OR GATE 1 5AA and 1 5AE to

cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 5 Al

changing to HIGH, and to cause the pulse of 1

0

HZ going thru lead-in wire 87, AND GATE 1 5AJ,

55 NAND GATE 1 5 AK, lead-in wire 90, AND GATE
5B, lead-in wire 78, and TRANSISTOR 7A
continuously so as to have the relay 7B
generating a dialing action until the 7th pulse

entering into COUNTER 1 3AA; the said COUNTER
60 1 3AA will deliver a pulse going thru OR GATE

1 5AC and 1 5AF and simultaneously and together

with 10 HZ pulse entering into NAND GATE
1 5AG, the differential circuit, and OR GATE 1 5AH
to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH

65 1 5AI changing to LOW. During the period of the

"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 5AI being in

HIGH state, the AND GATE 1 7AJ have

continuously generated 7 dialing pulses that

stand for "7"digits; by the same token, the 1 3rd

70 thru 1 8th pulse stand for "6"; the 24th thru 30th
pulse stand for "7", the 36th thru 43rd pulse
stand for "8"; the 49th thru 57th pulse stand for

"9"; the 63rd thru 72nd pulse stand for "0"; the

78th thru 87th pulse stand for "0" the pulses

75 generated by AND GATE 1 7AJ are the dialing

pulses for the number of time repeat station.

When the 99th pulse of 1 0HZ entering into

COUNTER 1 3AA, it will generate a pulse to cause
the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 14AA

80 changing into LOW, and to cause the pulse of

1 0HZ not going thru NAND GATE 1 5AK, and
simultaneously going thru the delay circuit

comprising the INVERTER 14AB, SCHMITT
TRIGGER 1 2AA, the lead-in wire 1 36 and OR

85 GATE 1 2C to cause the "O" terminal of NOR R/S
LATCH 12D changing into LOW, and to cause the

COUNTER 1 3AA stopping to count. The functions

of NOR R/S LATCH 1 4AA and INVERTER 1 4AB
are the same as that of NOR R/S LATCH 1 4AA

90 and INVERTER 1 4AB are the same as that of NOR
R/S LATCH 14A and INVERTER 14B.

7. When being connected with the time repeat

station by dialing as shown in figure 6, a series of

time repeat signals will, thru lead-in wire 99,

95 enter into AND GATE 1 7A; the positive edge of

each syllable square wave will go thru the

differential circuit, and OR GATE 1 2C to cause the
"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 2D changing to

LOW; the pulse of 1 0HZ would not go thru AND
1 00 GATE 1 2E and the COUNTER 1 3A will stop to

count; the said differential signal will

simultaneously go thru OR.GATE 1 3B to cause
the COUNTER 1 3A resetting.

The negative edge of each syllable square

1 05 wave will go thru INVERTER 1 1 A, the differential

circuit and OR GATE 1 2B to have the "Q" terminal

of NOR R/S LATCH 1 2D changing to HIGH, and
the pulse of 1 0HZ will again go thru AND GATE
1 2E to enter into COUNTER 1 3A to start counting

110 again, and repeat the same procedures.

As explained in (A) of (1) mentioned above, the

Chinese type time repeat signal, "Du . . .", had a

rather long silent interval from its front and rear

syllables; it is separated from the front syllable

115 with about 1 .4 seconds of silent interval, and from
its rear syllable with about 0.8 seconds of silent

interval, and there is no other voice syllables

having said longer silent interval from the front or

the rear syllables; consequently, if any syllables

1 20.. having a silent interval with its front syllable over

1,4 seconds and with its rear syllable over 0.8

seconds, it must be the syllable of time repeat

signal (Du . . . ). In a series of syllable square
waves A, B. C, if the silent interval between A and

125 B is longer than 1 .4 seconds, and the silent

interval between B and C is shorter than 0.8

seconds, it indicates B being not a "Du ..."

signal.

When the negative edge of a A syllable square

1 30 wave have the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH
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12D changing to HIGH, and when a pulse of 10HZ
going thru AND GATE 1 2E to enter into COUNTER
1 3A to count to 1 .4 seconds, it will generate a

pulse going thru AND GATE 1 6G to cause the "Q."

5 terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6H changing to

HIGH; the positive edge of B syllable square wave
will cause the COUNTER 1 3A resetting, and its

negative edge will cause the COUNTER 1 3A re-

counting to 0.1 seconds; then, it will generate a

10 pulse going thru AND GATE 16Ato cause the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6C changing to

HIGH. Before the "Q" terminal of 1 6C changing to

LOW, the C syllable square wave has been

generated and will go thru AND GATE 1 6D and

1 5 OR GATE 1 6E to cause the "Q" terminal of 1 6H
changing to NOR, and to cause COUNTER 1 3A
recounting. In a series of syllable square waves D,

E, F, if the silent interval between D and E is

longer than 1 .4 seconds, and the silent interval

20 between E and F is longer than 0.8 seconds, it

indicates that E is the time repeat signal "Du

and the circuit will have the following results:

When the negative edge of syllable square

wave D causing the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

25 LATCH 1 2D changing to HIGH, the pulse of 1 OHZ
will go thru AND GATE 1 2E to cause COUNTER
1 3A starting to count; when the second pulse to

10HZ enters into COUNTER 13A (0.1 seconds), it

will generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 1 6A
30 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6C

changing to HIGH; when the 9th pulse entering

(0.8 seconds), COUNTER 1 3A will generate a

pulse going thru OR GATE 1 6B to the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 16C changing to

35 LOW; whfen the 1 5th pulse entering (1 .4

seconds), the COUNTER 1 3A will generate a pulse

going thru AND GATE 1 6G to cause the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6H changing to

HIGH. When next syllable squarewave E

40 appearing, its positive edge will cause the

COUNTER 13A resetting, and its negative edge

will cause the said COUNTER 1 3A re-counting; by

the same token, when the second pulse of 1 0HZ
entering (0.1 seconds), the "Q" terminal of NOR

45 R/S LATCH 1 6C turning to HIGH; when the 9th

pulse entering (0.8 seconds ), COUNTER 13A w ill

generate a pulse going thru OR GATE 1 6B and

AND GATE 1 61 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR
R/S LATCH 1 6C changing to LOW, and "Q"

50 terminals of 1 6J and 1 6L changing to HIGH; at

this moment, the voice signal and time repeat

signal will be separated by the HIGH and LOW
voltages of "Q" terminal of 1 6L. When the 89th

pulse entering (8.8 seconds), i.e., between the last

55 syllable of voice signal and the "Du ..." syllable

of next time repeat signal, the COUNTER 1 3A will

generate a pulse going thru OR GATE 1 6K to

cause the "G" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6L

changing to LOW; when the "Q" terminal of 1 6L

60 being HIGH, all signals appeared will be voice

signal and will, thru AND GATE 1 8A, cause

COUNTER 1 9A to count the number of syllable.

When the "Q" terminal of 1 6L being LOW, the

output of inverter 1 6M is in HIGH state; during

65 the said interval, all the signal appeared are the

time repeat signal, "Du . .
.", which will go thru

AND GATE 1 7A for output; the positive edge of

said signal will cause COUNTER 13A resetting,

, and its negative edge will cause COUNTER 13A
70 re-counting; so, the aforesaid procedures will be

repeated every 10 seconds.
The calibration time of the embodiment No. 1 of

this invention that is suitable for Chinese type of time

repeat system is set at 04:00, or other time; its

75 voice signal comprises 10 syllables, i.e., "hsia

mien yin hsiang .szu dien ling fen ling miao".

When the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6L
being in HIGH state, the syllable counted by

COUNTER 1 9A is ten, and the time repeat signal

80 to be announced is that of 04:00, which will go
thru AND GATE 20A and OR GATE 20C to cause

the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 21

A

changing to HIGH, and at the same time, the said

HIGH will, thru lead-in wire 53, go to the

85 "secondary timepiece". For the American type of

time repeat system, just replace the dotted line

portion 1 39A of figure 6 with dotted line portion

1 39B of figure 1 2 without changing other circuits.

According to the explanation in (A), (2) of "1"

90 above, the preparatory signal (Du) and time repeat

signal (Lin) of the American type of time repeat

system have longer silent interval for their

adjacent syllables respectively; "Du . .
." has

about 0.7 seconds silent interval from its front

95 syllable, and has about 0.5 seconds silent interval

from its rear "Lin . .
." syllable; the said "Lin . .

."

syllable has about 1.4 seconds silent interval from

its rear syllable, and there is no such conditions

with other voice signal.

1 00 In a series of syllable square wave of G, H, I, J,

if the silent interval between G and H is longer

than 0.7 seconds, and the silent interval between

H and I is shorter than 0.5 seconds; then the

negative edge of G will let a pulse of 1 0HZ going

1 05 thru lead-in wire 87 to cause COUNTER 1 3AA to

count, and when the 8th pulse of 1 0HZ entering

(0.7 seconds), COUNTER 1 3AA will generate a

pulse going thru AND GATE 1 6AA to cause the
"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6AB changing

110 to HIGH. When the syllable square wave
appearing, its pos itive edge w ill have COUNTE!R

1 3AA resetting, and its negative edge~wiirhave

COUNTER 1 3AA re-counting, after 0.1 seconds, it

will generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 16AL
1 1 5 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH

1 6AN changing to HIGH, and before the "Q"

terminal of 1 6AN changing to LOW, the I syllable

square has been generated; the said I will go thru

lead-in wire 99, AND GATE 1 6A0 and OR GATE
1 20 1 6AF to cause the "Q" terminal of. 1 6AB

changing to LOW, and to cause COUNTER 1 3AA
re-counting. By the same token, if the silent

interval between G and H is longer than 0.7

seconds, and the silent interval between H and I is

1 25 longer than 0.5 seconds, and the silent interval

• - between I and J is shorter than 1 .4 seconds, and

when the negative edge of G square wave makes
COUNTER 1 3AA recounting for 0.7 seconds, the
"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 6AB will

130 change to HIGH, and when the negative edge of H
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square wave makes the COUNTER 1 3AA counting
for 0.5 seconds, the "Q" terminal of 1 6AD will

change to HIGH as well; when the negative edge
of I square wave has COUNTER 1 3AA counting ,

5 for 0.1 seconds, the "Q" terminal of 16AN turns

to HIGH. Before the "Q" terminal of 1 6AN
changing to LOW, the J syllable square wave has
been generated, and it will have the "Q" terminal

of 1 6AB and 1 6AD changing to LOW, and have
1 0 the COUNTER 1 3AA re-counting.

If the silent interval between H and I is longer
than one second, COUNTER 1 3AA will, upon
counting to one second, generate a pulse going
thru AND GATE 1 6AE; then, the output of inverter

1 5 1 6AT is in HIGH state; consequently, the said

pulse will go thru AND GATE 1 6AE and OR GATE
1 6AF to cause the "Q" terminals of 1 SAB and
1 6AD all changing to LOW so as to prevent the
NOR R/S LATCH 1 6AI and 1 6AR from generating

20 abnormal effect; for more details, see figure 1 2. In

a series of syllable square waves of K, L, M, N. if

the silent interval between K and L is longer than
0.7 seconds, and the silent interval between L and
M is longer than 0.5 seconds, and between M and

25 N is longer than 1 .4 seconds; it indicates that L is

the preparatory signal "Du . . .", and M is the time
repeat signal "lin . . .", and the circuit will have the
following results:

The negative edge of syllable.square wave K
30 will have the pulse of 1 0HZ entering into

COUNTER 13AAthru lead-in wire 87 and causing
the COUNTER 1 3AA to count. When the 8th pulse
of 1 0HZ entering 0.7 seconds, COUNTER 1 3AA
will generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 1 6AA

35 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH
1 6AB changing to HIGH. When the syllable

square wave L appearing, its positive edge will

have the COUNTER 1 3AA resetting, and its

negative edge will again have the COUNTER
40 1 3AA re-counting. When the 6th pulse of 1 0HZ

entering (0.5 seconds), COUNTER 13AA again
generates a pulse going thru AND GATE 1 6AC to

cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 16AD
changing to HIGH; by the same token, the syllable

45 square wave M will again have the COUNTER
1 3AA re-counting; when the 1 5th pulse of 10HZ
entering (1.4 seconds), COUNTER 13AA will

again generate a pulse going thru AND GATE
1 6AH to cause the "Q" terminals of NOR R/S

50 LATCH 1 6AR changing to HIGH; beginning from
this moment, the voice and time repeat (including

preparatory) signals will be separated by the HIGH
and LOW voltages of "Q" terminal of 1 6AR. When
the 82nd pulse entering (8.1 seconds), which is

55 approximately between the last syllable of voice
signal and the next preparatory signal, "Du . .

.",

the COUNTER 1 3AA will again generate a pulse
going thru OR GATE 1 6AQ to cause the "Q"

terminal of 1 6AR changing to LOW. During HIGH
60 state of "Q" terminal of 1 6AR, all the signals

appeared are voice signal, going thru lead-in wire
99 and AND GATE 1 8AA to enter into the
following circuit; during the LOW state of "Q"

terminal of 1 6AR, inverter 1 6AS generates a
65 HIGH output, and during that moment, the signal

appeared is preparatory signal "Du . . and the

time repeat signal "Lin . .
.", which will go thru

AND GATE 1 7A for output; the positive edge of

said signal will have the COUNTER 1 3AA
70 resetting, and its negative edge will have the

COUNTER 1 3AA re-counting. The said procedures

will repeat once again after every 1 0 seconds; for

more details, see figures 6 and 12.

The embodiment No. 1 of this invention is

75 suitable for the American type of time repeat

system, and it is set at 04:10 AM, or other

suitable time. According to the explanations in

(B), (2) of "1 " mentioned above, the voice signal

comprises three syllable groups a, b, c, and the

80 syllable groups a and b each have more than two
syllables, while the syllable group b has two or

more than two syllables before 04:00 and 50
seconds; at 04:01 , the said b syllable group will

reduce to only one syllable with longer silent

85 intervals from its front and rear syllables; the said

one syllable has a silent interval from its front

syllable about longer than'0.5 seconds, and has a

silent interval from its rear syllable about longer
than 1 .2 seconds; there is no other voice syllable

90 having such long silent interval from its adjacent

syllables; therefore, in a series of voice signal

syllables, if there is any syllable having a silent

interval from its front and rear syllables longer

than 0.5 seconds and 1 .2 seconds respectively, it

95 must be the voice signal of 04:0 1 , i.e. the only

syllable group with one syllable.

In a series of voice syllable square waves of R,

S, T which are going thru lead-in wire 99 and
AND GATE 1 8AA for output, if the silent interval

1 00 between R and S is longer than 0.5 seconds, and
between S and T is shorter than 1 .2 seconds; the
S is not a one syllable signal. The negative edge of

R square will go thru inverter 1 9AA and
differential circuit to cause the "Q" terminal of

1 05 NOR R/S LATCH 1 0AB changing to HIGH; the
pulse of 10HZ will go thru lead-in wire 71 and
AND GATE 1 9AC to cause counter 1 9AE starting

to count. When the 6th pulse of 1 0HZ entering

(0.5 seconds), counter 19AE will generate a pulse

110 to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH
1 9AG changing to HIGH; if the silent interval

between R and S syllables is over 1.2 seconds,
the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 9AL is in

LOW state, and the output pulse of counter 1 9AE
1 1 5 would not go thru AND GATE 1 9AH, and the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 0AI would not
change its existing state. When syllable square
wave S appearing, its positive edge goes thru the
differential circuit and OR GATE 1 9AD to cause

1 20 the counter 1 9AE resetting, and to cause the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 9AB changing to
'

LOW, and the pulse of 10HZ would not go thru

. AND GATE 10AC; the negative edge of said pulse
makes counter 1 9AE re-counting, and upon

1 25 counting for 0.1 seconds, the said counter will

generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 1 9AJ to

cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 9AL
changing to HIGH. Before the "Q" terminal of

1 9AL changing to LOW, the said syllable square
1 30 wave T has been generated, will go thru AND
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GATE 1 9AM and OR GATE 1 9AF to cause the "Q"

terminal of 19AG changing to LOW, and to cause

the counter 1 9AE re-counting; for more details

see figure 12. 1

5 In a series of voice syllable square waves of U, 70
V, W, if the silent interval between U and V is

longer than 0.5 seconds, and between V and W is

longer than 1 .2 seconds; in that case, the V is the

only syllable "one" of syllable group "b" of voice

10 signal at 04:01; then, the circuit will have the 75
following results; The negative edge of syllable wave

U makes the counter 1 9AE to count, and upon

counting for 0.5 seconds, the said counter will

generate a pulse to cause the "Q" terminal of

1 5 1 9AG changing to HIGH. Upon syllable square 80
wave V appearing, its positive edge causes

counter 19AE resetting, and its negative edge will

cause 1 9AE re-counting for 0.1 seconds; then, it

will generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 1 9AJ

20 to cause the "Q" terminal of 1 0AL changing to 85

HIGH, which will be sent to AND GATE 1 9AH.

Upon counting for 1 .2 seconds, 1 9AE will again

generate a pulse going thru AND GATE 19AH to

cause the "Q" terminal of 1 0AI changing to HIGH,

25 which will further be sent to AND GATE 20AD. 90
When inverter 1 6AS generating a HIGH and going

thru lead-in wire 135 and entering into AND
GATE 1 7A, the syllable square wave of

preparatory signal "Du . .
." and the time repeat

30 signal "Lin . .
." will go thru lead-in wire 99, AND 95

GATE 1 7A and lead-in wire 1 34 to enter into

inverter 20AA and AND GATE 20AD. The

negative edge of square wave of the preparatory

signal "Du . .
." goes thru inverter 20AA, and the

35 differential circuit to cause the "Q" terminal of 1 00
NOR R/S LATCH 20AC changing to HIGH:

therefore, only the square wave of time repeat

signal "Lin . . appeared afterwards can go thru

AND GATE 20AD; now, the said square wave of

40 "Lin . .
." is the time repeat signal right at 04:01 , 1 05

which will then go thru lead-in wire 1 32 and OR
GATE 20C to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

LATCH 2 1 a changing to HIGH, and at the same
time, it will go thru lead-in wire 53 to enter into

45 the secondary timepiece; see figures 6 and 1 2 for 110

futtner_detaj|s_.

8. As explained in "4" mentioned above, a

pulse of 1 HZ goes thru lead-in wire 7 6 to cause

counter 24A counting at constant speed and in

synchronization with timepiece 41 ; when 1 1

5

counting to the designed calibration time (04:00

of Chinese type, or 04:01 of American type), it

will generate a pulse to cause the "Q" terminal of

NOR R/S LATCH 25A changing to HIGH; for

further details, see figure 6. ^ ^
120

9. As shown in figures 5, 6 and 7, if the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 2 1 A being HIGH first,

and as soon as the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

LATCH 25A changed to HIGH, the output of "Q"

terminal of 2 1 A will go thru lead-in wire 79 to 125

cause inverter 27 A.sending a LOW to AND GATE
27B. When the HIGH pulse of "Q" terminal of

25A entering 27B thru lead-in wire 92, the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 27C is still in LOW
65 state. However, when the "Q" terminal of 25A 1 30

50

55

60

changing to HIGH, it will cause the "Q" terminal

of 27C changing to HIGH simultaneously.

1 0. As shown in figures 5, 6 and 7, when the

,"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 21 A or 25A
changing to HIGH, which goes thru OR GATE 28D
to enter into AND GATE 28E, a pulse of 1 0HZ will

go thru lead-in wire 7 1 , AND GATE 23B and 28E
to enter into counter 28I, 28J and 28K for

counting the time difference, and the OR GATE 280

changes its output to HIGH. When the "Q"

terminal of 2 1 A and 25A changing to HIGH, the

output of AND GATE 28A will be a HIGH, going

thru inverter 28B to become a LOW entering into

AND GATE 28E; at this moment, the counter 28!,

28 J, 28K stop to count, and at the same time, the

1 0HZ pulse will go thru AND GATE 28C to enter

into counter 28F, 28G, 28H for counting, and

when their counting is equal to the time

difference counted by counter 28 1, 28J, 28K, the

output of OR GATE 280 changes to LOW, and the

counter 28F, 28G, 28H stop to count.

11 . If the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 2 1

A

changing to HIGH is earlier than the "Q" terminal

of 25A changing to HIGH, the "Q" terminal of

NOR R/S LATCH 27C will be in LOW state in

accordance with the explanation in
"9"

mentioned above; then, the inverter 27D
generates a HIGH, going thru OR GATE 30A to

enter into AND GATE 30B; consequently, when

the telephone time repeat signal designed makes

the "Q" terminal of 2 1 A changing to HIGH, the

said HIGH pulse will go thru lead-in wire 79, AND
GATE 30B, and the differential circuit, from which

a differential signal is generated and going thru

lead-in wire 65 to enter into the timepiece 41 for

resetting the seconds to zero; at the same time,

the HIGH of the "Q" terminal of 21 A will go thru

AND GATE 3 1 A and lead-in wire 66 to enter into

the timepiece 41 to cause the "fast set control"

working until the timepiece 41 running to the

time calibration moment designed, i.e. 04:00 (In

American type, it is 04:01 ), and then it will

generate an excitation signal going thru lead-in

wire 1 20 and AND GATE 1 M to cause the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1J changing to LOW,

which will then go thru lead-in wire 84 and AND
~^TE"3TA"t^t^th^"''fasrsercont -

-

continue the counting; now, the time indicated by

timepiece 41 is the standard time, i.e., 04:00 (In

American type, it will be 04:0 1 ). Up to this

moment, to calibrate the timepiece lagging the

standard time is automatically done. However, the

"Q" terminal of 25A changing to HIGH is earlier

than the "Q" terminal of 2 1 A changing to HIGH,

the "Q" terminal of 27C wilt be in HIGH state in

accordance with the explanations in "9"

mentioned above. According to the explanations

in "10" mentioned above, when the timepiece 41

reaches 04:00, the time of calibration designed

(In American type, it is 04:01 ), it will generate a

pulse to cause the "Q" terminal of 25A changing

to HIGH, and to cause the counter 28I, 28J, 28K

counting the time difference, and also to cause

OR GATE 280 generating a HIGH to enter into

AND GATE 29A; consequently, when the "Q"
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terminal of 21 A changing to HIGH, the said HIGH

will go thru lead-in wire 79, AND GATE 29A, and

lead-in wire 64 to enter into timepiece 41 and to

stop the timepiece for an interval which is equal

5 to the time difference; in other words, the

timepiece resumes to run upon the output of OR
GATE 280 changing to LOW; then, the time

indicated by the timepiece 41 is the standard

time, and to calibrate the timepiece ahead of

1 0 standard time is automatically done; for further

details, see figures 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. If the

conventional timepiece is a hand type timepiece,

the dotted line portion 138A of figure 7 should be

replaced with the dotted line portion 1 38B of

1 5 figure 9. If the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH
21 A changing to HIGH is earlier than the "Q"

terminal of 25 A changing to HIGH, the pulse of

240 HZ will enter into divider 37B thru lead-in

wire 74 and will be divided by 1 0; then, the pulse

20 of 24H2 will go thru AND GATE 37A and lead-in

wire 66 to enter into timepiece 41 to have the

second hand of timepiece rotating fast; when the

second hand reaching to the calibration time

designed, 04:00 (In American type, it is 04:01 ),

25 the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 1 0Q changes

to LOW as explained in "3" above; then, the said

LOW pulse goes thru lead-in wire 84 to enter into

AND GATE 37A to stop the fast rotating of

second hand and to continue counting time. Now,

30 the time indicated by the timepiece 41 is the

standard time of 04:00 (In American type, it is

04:01 ), and to calibrate the timepiece lagging the

standard time is done automatically. On the

contrary, if the "Q" terminal of 25A changing to

35 HIGH is earlier than the "Q" terminal of 21

A

changing to HIGH, the output of AND GATE 36A
will go thru lead-in wire 64 entering into

timepiece 41 to stop the timepiece for an interval

which is equal to the time difference; then, the

40 time indicated by the timepiece is the standard

time, and the calibration of timepiece ahead of

standard time is done automatically. The theory of

generating stopping signal with AND GATE 36A is

the same as that of AND GATE 29A; for further

45 details, see figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

12. If the timepiece 41 is lagging the standard

time, the NOR R/S LATCH 27C will, in accordance

with the explanation in "9" mentioned above,

remain its "Q" terminal in LOW, and the pulse of

50 1 0HZ will go from AND GATE 28C, and thru AND
GATE 32A and lead-in wire 67 for further output;

on the contrary, if the timepiece 41 is ahead of

the standard time, the time difference pulse of

1 0HZ will gothru AND GATE 33A and lead-in wire

55. . 68 for further output. According to the,

explanation in "10" mentioned above, the

number of output pulse will be just equal to the

time difference number counted by counter 28I,

28J, 28K, and each pulse is equal to 1/1

0

60 seconds of time difference as shown in figures 2

and 7.

For the timepiece 41 having any calibration *

device there is switch 44 being connected to

"+V"; if the said timepiece is lagging the standard

65 time, the time difference pulse will go thru AND

#
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GATE 32A, OR GATE 34A to enter into divider

34A and to be divided by 1 ; then, the time

difference pulse of 1 HZ will go thru AND GATE
34D, lead-in wire 94, OR GATE 4K and AND

70 GATE 4M to enter into counter 4W for memory.

By the same token, if the timepiece 41 is ahead of

standard time, the time difference pulse will go

thru AND GATE 33A, OR GATE 34A to enter into

divider 34B and to be divided by 1 0; then, the

7 5 time difference pulse of 1 HZ will go thru AND
GATE 34C and lead-in wire 89 to enter into

counter 4Z and 4ZA for remembering the time

difference of timepiece 41 so as to use the said

memory for resetting the time of dialing the

80 telephone of time repeat station; the theory of

circuit function is the same as that explained in

"5" mentioned above as shown in figures 2, 5, 7.

If the timepiece 41 having calibration device, the

switch 44 will be connected to ground; if the

85 timepiece 41 is lagging the standard time, the

time difference pulse of 1 0HZ will be generated

from AND GATE 32A, going thru lead-in 67 to

enter into the fast setting device of timepiece 41

so as to automatically calibrate the timepiece

90 lagging the standard time. By the same token, if

the timepiece 41 is ahead of the standard time,

the time difference pulse of 1 0HZ will be

generated by AND GATE 33A, going thru lead-in

wire 68 to enter into the backward setting device

95 of timepiece 41 so as to automatically calibrate

the timepiece ahead of the standard time as

shown in figures 2 and 7.

1 3. if the telephone time repeat signal has set

the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 21A in HIGH,

100 the said HIGH will go thru lead-in wire 79 the

retarding circuit, and OR GATE 5E to cause the

"Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 5D changing to

LOW; then, the telephone line 46 will be

separated from the coupling transformer 8A, and

1 05 connected with telephone set 40 as shown in

figures 4, 6 and 10.

14. As explained, in "1 0" mentioned above,

when counter 28F, 28G, 28H count to a number
. which is equivalent to the time difference

1 1 0 recorded by counter 281, 28J, 28K, the output of

OR GATE 280 is LOW, and the output of inverter

28P is HIGH, which will go thru the retarding

circuit comprising AND GATE 28Q, OR GATE 35B,

and SCHMITT TRIGGER 35A, and the differential

1 1 5 circuit, the lead-in wire 75, and OR GATE 1 K, and

OR GATE 1 C and 1H to cause the "Q" terminals

of NOR R/S LATCH 1 B and 1 1 changing to LOW;
then, all circuits will be recovered to the state as

explained in "2" mentioned above as shown in

120 figures 4 and 7.

1 5. For the timepiece using A.C. power, in case

of the power being off and turning on again, the

SCHMITTTRIGGER 26D will generate an

excitation signal to cause the "Q" terminal of NOR
125 R/S LATCH 26E changing to HIGH, and the circuit

will have the following results:

(A) The said HIGH will go thru OR GATE 26F

and 26I to acuse the "Q" terminal of NOR R/S

LATCH 26H changing to LOW, and the "Q"

1 30 terminal of 26K changing to HIGH; then, the rest

BNSDOCID: <GB 2100890A )_>
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circuits will be restored to the state as explained

in "2" mentioned above as shown in figure 7

(B) The said HIGH will go thru lead-in wire 70

and OR GATE 2D to cause the OSC. composed

5 with SCHMITT TRIGGER 2E generating a pulse of

10H2 which will go thru inverter 2F, lead-in wire

71 and AND GATE 26A to cause the LED 26B to

flash to show the power being off as shown in

1 0
f,9

"c!The
a
"Q'

7

ierminal of NOR R/S LATCH 26K

will change to HIGH which will go thru lead-in

wire 86 to enter into AND GATE 4B and 4C; then,

the starting time of next dialing the time repeat

station will be advanced to 03:58 and one second

1 5 (It may set at other time), and the counter 24A

will generate a pulse, going thru AND GATE 4B

and 4C for exciting the following circuits as

shown in figures 5 and 7.

(D) The time difference counted by counter Zbl,

20 28J 28K at the first time calibration after the

power being on should be considered as not the

time difference of a whole day; now, the "G

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 26H changes to

LOW and the time difference pulse at this time

25 will not go thru AND GATE 32A or 33A for output

as shown in figure 7.

(E) Upon the completion of the first time
^

calibration after the power being on, the "Q"

terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 26H will be restored

30 to HIGH, and the "Q" terminal of 26K will again

restored to LOW upon the completion of second

time calibration as shown in figure 7.

1 6 In case of the telephone being interrupted

during the circuit being functioning, AND GATE .<

35 26F, or let counter 24A generate, at 04:02 (It

may be set at other time), a pulse, going thru

lead-in wire 88 to enter into OR GATE 26F for

generating the circuit function as explained in (A),

(C) ,
(D), (E) of "15" mentioned above; for further

40 details, see figures 5, 6, 7.

17. Under normal condition, the switch 43 is

connected to "+V* 56; in case of power being off

for over 25 minutes, or the timepiece having a

time difference for over 25 minutes, the switch

45 43 may be connected to ground; then, the circuit

wiU-automatiGally-dial-the-telephone_tim.ej^peaX

station, and the time repeat voice and signal will

be announced by speaker 9B for time calibration.

When the switch 43 being connected to ground,

50 the output of SCHMITT TRIGGER 38A is HIGH,

which will go thru lead-in wire 5 1 to cause the

•*Q" terminal of NOR R/S LATCH 26E changing to

LOW, and stop the LED 26B flashing as shown in

figures 4, 7, 10.

55 1 8. In case of calibrating the time and re-

setting the speed once a day, the switch 42

should be connected to the ground; the case of

the said switch 42 being connected to "+4" 56,

the time calibration and the speed resetting will

60 be once every hour. Under such condition, the

counter 24A will, at about 1 0 seconds (In

American type, it is at the first minute and zero

second of each hour), generate a pulse, which wi

go thru AND GATE 4D and 4E to excite the

GB 2 100 890 A

65 automatic dialing circuit as shown in figures 4

and 5.

For time difference counting, the OSC. circuit

^composed with SCHMITT TRIGGER 2H will

'

generate a pulse of 240 HZ, which will go thru

70 inverter 2G, lead-in wire 74, AND GATE 23A OR

GATE 23C, and AND GATE 23A, or GATE 23C,

and AND GATE 28E to enter into counter 28I,

28J, 28K for fulfilling the said function as shown

in figure 7. In the embodiment No. 1 of this

75 invention, the secondary timepiece system

comprises only 1—3, 9, 21, 23—33, 35—39,

43 55 and the conventional timepiece 1 1 4 as

shown in figures 2 and 1 1 , and the theory of

circuit functions is the same as that the primary

80 timepiece mentioned above.

Claims
1 . A timepiece comprising means for

periodically and automatically connecting the

timepiece to a standard time signal via a

85 telephone system and means for automatically

synchronising the timepiece with the standard

time signal.
t

'

2. A timepiece as claimed in claim 1

,

comprising means for automatically adjusting the

90 frequency of the timepiece subsequent to

connection to the standard time signal and in

correspondence with the deviation of the

timepiece from ths standard time.

3. A method of automatically maintaining the

95 accuracy of a timepiece comprising periodic and

automatic connection to a standard time signal

via a telephone system and automatic

synchronisation with the standard time signal.

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, further

1 00 comprising automatically adjusting the frequency

of the timepiece subsequent to connection to the

standard time signal and in correspondence with

the deviation of the timepiece from the standard

time.
. . .

1 05 5 A timepiece with automatic time setting

system through dial telephone line and automatic

speed adjusting system comprising: the

automatic dial circuit, the separating circuit of

time repeat signal and voice signal, the

1 1 0 discrimi"*tinn circuit of voice sig nal and the

analysing circuit of time signal designed for time

calibration, the synchronising time count circuit of

timepiece, the synthetic circuit of time differential

signal, the telephone line switching circuit and the

1 1 5 automatic adjusting circuit of dialing starting

time and the conventional digit or hand type

Timepiece and forming the primary timepiece; and

then it being connected through the telephone
t

.

line; to several secondary timepieces which being

120 in simple structure; and through the circuit

connection among these timepieces, a standard

time to be calibrated by these timepieces

simultaneously and their speed to be adjusted

respectively and dialing starting time to be set

125 automatically as well.

6. A timepiece and its related system as

claimed in claim 5, wherein a conventional

timepiece will start the operation of this invention

BIMSDOCID <GB 2100890A__I_>
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1

by turning on the synchronising circuit of

timepiece to count the time with a constant
speed, and by activating the said automatic dialing

circuit for connecting telephone line and through
5 its time difference stored in the memory circuit a

nonrperiodical output signal will trigger the

automatic dial circuit to call through telephone
line to the time repeat station before announcing
the standard time of calibration.

1 0 7. A synchronising time count circuit of

timepiece as claimed in claim 5, which can, with a

constant speed count time in synchronizing state

with the timepiece so as to trigger the time
calibration signal for comparing the time

1 5 difference with that of time repeat station oh the

telephone line.

8. A separating circuit of time repeat signal and
voice signal and a discrimination circuit of voice

signal and an analysing circuit of time signal

20 designed for time calibration as claimed in claim

5, which will count the silent intervals between
the said adjacent syllables and the number of

syllables of the signals on telephone line, and will

analyse and pick up the time repeat signal

25 designed for time calibration so as to force the

primary and secondary timepieces simultaneously

and automatically calibrating the standard time

with the announcement of time repeat station.

9. A synthetic circuit of time differential signal -

30 as claimed in claim 5, which will generate a

corresponding time differential signal to compel

the primary and the secondary timepieces

automatically adjusting their speed respectively.

1 0. A telephone line switching circuit and an

35 automatic adjusting circuit of dialing starting time

as claimed in claim 5, which will put the time

differential signal in memory circuit to

automatically trigger the automatic dial circuit for

connecting the time repeat station in due time.

40 1 1 . A system of synchronised timepieces

including a timepiece as claimed in claim 1 or

claim 2.

12. A timepiece substantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to and as illustrated in

45 the accompanying drawings.

1 3. A method of automatically maintaining the

accuracy of a timepiece substantially as

hereinbefore described and illustrated by

reference to the accompanying drawings.
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